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About This Game

The Battle for the Ancient World has Begun!

Centuries before Caesar, Alexander or Philip, the forested hills and rocky coasts of ancient Italy draw cultures from across the
Mediterranean with promises of wealth and prosperity. Bronze-clad hoplites from the powerful Greek city-states set sail across
the Adriatic to carve out bridgeheads of Hellenic culture amongst the native Italic hill tribes, while aggressive bands of Gallic

Skirmishers make the trek South across the Alps in search of fertile new land. And along the marshy banks of the Tiber river, a
small upstart city called Rome battles for independence from the established Etruscan confederacy.

But only one faction can rise to become the greatest empire the Mediterranean has ever seen. Will Rome fulfil its destiny to rule
the ancient world or will history be rewritten to forge a new Etruscan, Gallic, or Greek hegemony!

Command Armies

Direct armies of hoplites and legionaries on the battlefield in paused or real-time. Plot flanking manoeuvres or snap units into
larger formations using intuitive and precise controls.

Manage Resources

Construct and protect your network of farms and supply lines to feed your growing empire, while raiding enemy resources to
weaken them before the final assault.
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Create Worlds

Use the built-in map editor to create your own historical or fantasy worlds and then share them with the community using Steam
Workshop.

25+ Factions

Choose from over 25 factions from 4 unique cultures including the Gallic Celts, Etruscans, Romans, Latins, Samnites, and
Greeks.

Dynamic Campaign

Sack Rome as the Gauls! Relive the Samnite wars! Dynamic objectives adapt to your strategy allowing you to recreate history or
plot your own path to hegemony.

30+ New Units

Command your army in a time when the arms and tactics evolve with every conflict. Tribal warriors must take up the hoplon
shields of their enemies to fight back againt the invading Greeks, while early Roman legions learn to adapt the time-tested

phalanx in order to survive the Gallic assault.

Seamless Map

Campaign from the rocky coasts of Magna Graecia to the fertile valleys of Cisalpine Gaul on an all-new map at 4x the detail of
Hegemony Rome. Use the series' trademark strategic zoom to seamlessly move between the tactical and strategy maps at any

time, maximizing your abilities to inspect, control and manage your growing empire.

Dozens of New Features

Grow your cities, unlock new faction skills, trade resources, purchase slaves, and many more new features make this the most in-
depth Hegemony game ever!
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Title: Hegemony III: Clash of the Ancients
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Longbow Games
Publisher:
Longbow Games
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8 and 10

Processor: Intel Core i5 processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c-compatible sound card

Additional Notes: A 64 bit operating system is required to use the map editor

English
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I love this game
Really addictive game
WLove it every minute <3. None of your friends have played this game recently. Tell them why they should.

how bout i tell em why they shouldnt, cuz it sucks. Brilliantly written spoof-dialogue, rather short level, and a decent few new
characters (that really kinda don't add much to the game itself but they're a fun bonus if anything).
Honestly, I'd recommend it just on the parody of the show's introduction speech. It's glorious to listen to after hearing serious
versions of it for over a series.. Nice game! 10/10 gameplay and soundtrack. One of the most unique puzzle games I've had the
pleasure of playing. I would recommend this game overall to those who enjoy games such as 'The Turing Test' or 'Portal 2,' as it
combines an interesting narrative with a unique setting and gameplay. It is also reasonably priced so it is great value for money
considering the length of the game. Aside from the cons, most of which I can easily overlook, this game is a clear winner in my
book.

Pros
- Stunning visuals, from the decor of the hotel to the simple aesthetic of the puzzle rooms. I wish the Penrose was a real hotel! If it's
one thing you'll notice, it's how professionally designed the hotel is.
- Captivating storyline that enticed me to continue solving the puzzles even when I came close to giving up.
- Fitting musical scores and sound tracks, particularly the main theme with the orchestra.
- Puzzle mechanics are easy to learn but get progressively more difficult to master. Overall it provides a balanced difficulty level.
- (SPOILER) Replayability element for those interested in discovering the ending they didn't choose (like myself). The puzzles are
much faster to progress through the second time around once I mastered the puzzle mechanics. 

Cons
- Communication device is always in the bottom right corner of the screen. I know that it is needed to indicate which colour I
currently absorbed, but there must be a better way to implement this instead of having it take up such a large portion of the screen
with no option of disabling it.
- There are many puzzles in which I had to restart manually from the puase menu because I committed a mistake which traps me in
a section with no ability to escape or proceed. This was a bit annoying, especially when I end up reaching the end of a long puzzle
only to find myself having to restart because I forgot a minor detail (which happened frequently on my first playthrough).
- Not well optimised on lower end systems as there were sections with severe frame drops. The graphics options available are 'best'
and 'fast' (which I used), with no room to manually toggle specific graphical settings on or off.
- No option to manually save within a puzzle. This became an issue with a handful of puzzles which had individual mini puzzles
within them, as dying or quitting the game midway would always bring you back to the beginning of the puzzle. I suggest having a
manual save option while keeping the 'restart challenge' option to cover both scenarios.. THIS IS THE BEST GAME I HAVE EVER
PLAYED! IT IS THE BEST SHOOTER I HAVE EVER PLAYED! 102198489293\/10 WOULD PLAY AGAIN!. I like this game I
really do, it hits a lot of boxes and I love the random world it is set in. A dead universe and you are picking through the bones and
remains. But the problem remains as there are several massive bugs and glitches in this game, and it does not seem to be getting
anymore support from the developer. The shotgun seems to do 0 damage, if you shift tab in game you walk slower and only speed
back up upon getting in your ship or switching screens and coming back. If you take a quest from a person you have to left click,
which makes you swing your sword which kills the quest giver. I like this game, the ideas, it is interesting the problem is, it needs
more work done on it to polish it up to make it a solid title.. Playing through this with friends is a blast. Take turns being the
overseer and trying to catch the other players running around. Highly recommended for occasional play. Long term replayability
may be limited because there are limited maps.. It feels like your playing a beta version. I've run into various game breaking bugs
and generic enemy names like Minor Kobold A, B or C. Combat has no strategy because you can't inspect the enemies and plays
with auto resolve. You pick dungeons from a list which you need to drill down to see the level. The dungeons all look the same.

Needs a lot more work to be worth playing.. Easily the most fun early accces game I have played so far.
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The route is an accurate Representation of what the Line looked like after Dr. Richard Beeching shut down the passenger
portion of the line and gave their traffic to buses. The Engines, with exception of the Maerdy Monster, were the engines used in
the Colliery until it's closure in 1984, with the last load coming down from the closed coliiery in 1985 before the rails were
ripped up in 1986.

The battery shunters are a ton of fun to drive, despite being slow and whatnot. they still capture that spirit of the Branchline in
it's Twilight Glory years. I really find this fun. Driving trains down what is being represented-The end of an era. It does feel like
the line truly is on it's last legs. As I write this review, I will say, it is an experience, both saddening and positive. Saddening
because it is the end of an Era and positive because you can decide the fate of these engine.

I found the route to be worth the money and then some. The engines, the wagons and the detail makes it worth it.. Wild West
Waifus. What's not to love about this?
773 \/ 5.

P.S: I'll do a proper review once i'm done with this, but so far the game looks great, music fits well (nothing out of
extraordinary, but it does its job), the characters don't seem as bland as usual, and the story\/world feels nicely built, natural.
Also, I've no issues with the translation so far, as it's blending with the setting quite well. No memes spotted either, except for
the main char being named after JoJo...
As expected, the comic boobs style makes it more immersive\/engaging than usual.. I didn't realize this from what's written on
the store page but this game is essentially just a demo. It's a very short (maybe 1 hour per route) opening to the game, and it
looks like you'll be paying extra for the rest of it when it comes out.

The idea to shape the player character in flashbacks was neat but the story itself wasn't that interesting to me.. Frustrating but
interesting puzzle\/simulation game. (Don't be misled by the number of 'visual novel' screenshots, that portion of the game is
just a fairly slight framing device...)

This game is for people who like to poke an opaque puzzle until they're able to make sense of how it works. It will take a lot of
experimentation and patience, but it's pretty satisfying when it works. (Some of the recipes were just too unguessable for me to
figure out, so I wound up looking up some of the answers, but even for those ones I still had fun experimenting.)

It has almost a 'clicker'-like level of compulsiveness when you're setting up experiments--ingredients take time to mix (though
usually only a few seconds) so you can start setting up a second trial while the first one matures, and so on...

Absolutely worth playing if you like experimenting and can enjoy a little frustration.. this game is really great, I played it way
back when it was just a mod for UT2004 and man was it awesome. never have I played a game where there was so much
cooperation absolutely nessesary for victory. but its done in a way that for those of you that wish to feel alone and not take
orders you dont have to yet you are still contributing to your team just being near them. I breifly tried this when I saw a
standalone was FINALLY released some 10 years after I played it. unfortunetly the problem it had back then is the same on it
has today. there arnt many people online to play with. im not sure why it doesnt catch on more I think its amazing, even down to
the art style. IMO it needs a bigger publisher to get it out there and advertise it. I think that simply most people dont know what
it is. If I had never played it back 10 years ago I most certainly would not of found it today. advertise this game and add more
content, ships, stats, ext and this would be a real winner.. Awesome arcade simulator, often amazingly immersive & an instant
hit with the kids.
A definite recommendation!. I was very excited to see this at first as I had been eagerly awaiting a relaxing VR rain simulation,
which seemed to be part of this package. I thought the other simulations in this set looked decent too. Sadly, I was very
disappointed for a number of reasons and definitely wouldn't recommend this.

- For a rain simulation, there was no rain audio whatsoever, and this is the best bit!

- The devs included a genuinely spooky horror message in what's meant to be a relaxation app, which is obviously the last thing
you want in a relaxation app. I didn't hang around to find out if activating it triggered the worse events it implied. I think they
were trying to be clever, but it's the wrong genre and target audience, folks.

- General graphics quality is pretty bad; the rainy room was the best and it wasn't great.
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- General level of detail is pretty bad.

- General audio quality is pretty bad.

- Transition between rooms is very poor. You have to walk through a wall of solid 'water' into an unfinished area, and the app
then puts you back briefly in the generic menu screen each time.

- The instructions menu is full of typos that could have been avoided with a basic spell check - not a great start.

Let me put it this way: The only reason I didn't get a refund here was so that I could leave a review to warn others.. Hardcore,
Grand Strategy title. No crashes 7.1 hours in but lots of fun. Not for the casuals, not for the feint hearted but if you like to feel
like a commander thinking over and over again about supply problems and maneuvers on a huge map go for it. Youll get 100s of
hours out of both campaigns. End turn times can be a bit long though.
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